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AEROSOL CANS

Aluminium cans
march on in Paris
The Aerosol & Dispensing Forum (ADF), held in Paris
last month, was the biggest ever and offered a great
opportunity for the metal packaging industry to show
off its wares. Dominique Huret reports
een observers looking for new
trends in the aerosol dispensing
business are well rewarded at the
yearly ADF fair in Paris. This year at
the end of January and early February
there was a rich feast in which metal
packaging manufacturers were
recognised for new designs and
technologies, and both
equipment suppliers and
canmakers used the event to
showcase their latest
projects.
With Gilles Baudin,
packaging expertise director
at personal care giant L’Oreal,
chairing the awards judging
panel, ADF picked one of the
highest authorities in the
business.
So German canmaker
Tubex should be proud to
have been recognised for the
Award it received in the
Personal Care Aerosols
category for the can it
produced for Nivea’s body
care mousse.
The product is an oil-inwater mousse in an
aluminium monobloc that is
attractively decorated using
Tubex’s ‘spline’ technology,
which achieves a smooth
transition over the shape
while avoiding shadowing.
Careful pre-press work was
said to have prevented
distortion of the logo.
Also receiving an award in the
Personal Care Aerosols was Bayer’s
Coppertone Whipped sunscreen lotion.
This uses a lipid-rich lotion that is
loaded with a compressed gas propellent
and inserted with a bag-on-valve to
ensure stability until dispensing. The
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new design of aluminium monobloc can
made by CCL Container, with a sharp
edge to the shoulder, also uses a semicustom applicator that is twist-to-lock
and enables 360-degree dispensing.
What should be seen as victory for
the canmaking industry was the
Award in Personal Care
Aerosols for Dior’s Sauvage
Very Cool Spray. This has
been changed from using a
traditional glass bottle to an
aerosol can, a first for such a
prestigious market.
Using bag-on-valve
technology and a new air
propellent system the
unbreakable aluminium
monobloc can improves the
brand’s environmental
credentials.
In the Pharmacy
category, the Awardwinning Aquaphor Body
Ointment represents
another move from a tube
or jar to an aluminium
aerosol can.
Beiersdorf changed the
formula of its traditional
healing ointment to suit a
more-easily applied aerosol
spray. Valve manufacturer
Lindal and three other
suppliers collaborated to
produce a spray in which
propellant and formula are
mixed in the can, which enables
mid- to highly-viscous formulae to be
distributed in a way not possible with
standard bag-on-valve system.
Canmakers also were recognised in
the Aerosol Packaging Technology
category. Unilever’s Dove Go Fresh
deodorant brand won a Certificate for
its lightweight aluminium can. Already

a winner in The Canmaker magazine’s
Can of the Year awards in 2017, the can
is made by Moravia Cans in the Czech
Republic using Mall+Herlan D&I
technology and aluminium alloys that
enable a 20 percent weight reduction to
be made, compared with conventional
impact-extrusion processes.
Other certificate winners were the
Brut deodorant aerosol can made by
Tubex – which uses a water-based overvarnish supplied by International
Packaging Coatings that performs as
well as solvent-based versions, but with
less environmental impact – and Ball
Corporation for its ‘tactile’ can which
uses raised inks to change the feel and
visual impact of the can.
Tubex was also successful in the
Industrial and Technical Application
category with an aluminium can
developed in collaboration with valve
specialist Lindal. This was for the KA
Aqua disinfecting product which is for
use in beverage dispensing systems. The
can works as a charger to give a life of 15
months.
Of peripheral interest to canmakers
was the container for Dior’s J’adore l’Or,
which won an award in the female
fragrance category. The metal collar for
the bottle was made using a new electrohydraulic forming process that makes
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AEROSOL CANS
Far left: CCL Container’s aluminium
monobloc can for Bayer’s Coppertone
sunscreen lotion was a winner at the ADF
Awards in Paris, along with Moravia Can’s
D&I aluminium container (below) for
Unilever’s Dove Go Fresh deodorant,
and Tubex’s can for Brut deodorant.
Left: Hinterkopf’s digital printers have
been upgraded

the aluminium elastic enough to form
into a mould, opening up new decoration
possibilities.
Commenting on the Dior
container’s design, Eric
Cabriot from LVMH
Fragrance Brands
Innovation said: “This
new technology can offer a
lot in design terms because
it allows the creation of
shapes and details that
were previously
unachievable in metal with
the techniques traditionally
used in the fragrance and
cosmetics business.”
Industry 4.0 reaches
digital printing
Making a splash amongst the
production equipment
suppliers with the launch of
uprated digital printing
systems using Industry 4.0
connectivity was Hinterkopf.
The D240.2 digital printing system
is an improved machine based on the
original D240 launched in 2014 for use
on metal and plastics tubes.
Hinterkopf reports that three of the
first-generation machines have been
operating successfully around the clock

at packaging manufacture Ritter, based
in Schwabmünchen. By the middle of
last October it had produced 100 million
cartridges, since when 20 million more
have been made.
The D240.2 is said to already be a
best seller, with six machines sold. Two
of these have been sold to beverage can
manufacturers in China, with one
already installed.
“The very high level of interest and
the many appointments are
proof that market leaders
realise the role of digital
printing for addressing
future market
challenges,” said
Alexander Hinterkopf,
managing director of the
family-owned Germanbased manufacturer.
Hinterkopf’s technical
and sales director Stefan
Drexler added: “The newest
D240.2 comes packed with a
lot of technologies, leading to
higher precision. The image
resolution ranges from 600 to
1,200 dpi. Compared to its predecessor,
the new machine comes also with an
increased speed of about 8,000 prints
per hour.”
Another key feature of the D240.2
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digital printer is that by using Industry
4.0 networking it is more easily
integrated into existing production
lines, with more flexible control of a
number of such machines – regardless of
where the machine is located.
Alexander Hinterkopf said: “If the
order quantity increases overnight to a
million cans, a single machine gets
overwhelmed. Once the production of
the large quantity order is completed,
regular production continues seamlessly
because there is no change-over time.”
The high level of interest is based on
the fact that digital printing provides
solutions for several market demands,
explains Hinterkopf.
“Marketing organisations are
seeking to create individual products in
a very short time,” he said. “As a
consequence, run lengths are coming
down in size. More important is the very
short time to market. This is where
digital printing comes into play.”
A supermarket for packaging
Leading Turkey-based canmaker Sarten
was at ADF in Paris, promoting itself as
a ‘supermarket of packaging’ and
offering a wide range of products.
Chief executive Zeki Saribekir
revealed that it is expanding its
operations in mainland Europe with the
addition of a second aerosol can
manufacturing line at its Roosendaal
plant in The Netherlands, 8km from the
Belgian border.
“Globally, Sarten’s sales growth is 8
percent a year, with 80 percent of that
coming from metal packaging and 20
percent coming from plastics,” said
Saribekir.
“With the development of the middle
class and the supermarket in Turkey,
the packaging demand is on the rise, for
food, cosmetic and industrial goods.”
Speaking as president of the Turkish
Packaging Manufacturers Association,
Saribekir added: “Fifteen years ago, a
consumer in Turkey was spending $100
per year in packaging but today he
spends $220, while an average
European would spend $350, a North
American $400 and a Japanese $500. So
even if it is very competitive, the future
is bright for the packaging sector.”
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